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Rotational effects in six-dimensional quantum dynamics for reaction
of H2 on Cu „100…
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The Netherlands
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Richard C. Mowrey
Theoretical Chemistry Section, Code 6179, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington,
District of Columbia 20375-5342

~Received 14 September 1998; accepted 11 January 1999!

We present results of six-dimensional~6D! quantum wave-packet calculations for the dissociative
adsorption of (n50,j 54,mj ) H2 on Cu~100!. The potential-energy surface is a fit to points
calculated using density-functional theory~DFT!, with the generalized gradient approximation
~GGA!, and a slab representation for the surface. New aspects of the methodology we use to adapt
the wave function to the symmetry of the surface, which relate to calculations for initial rotational
states with oddmj ~the magnetic quantum number!, are explained. Invoking detailed balance, we
calculate the quadrupole alignment for H2 as it would be measured in an associative desorption
experiment. The reaction of the helicopter (n50,j 54,mj54) state is preferred over that of the
(n50,j 54,mj50) cartwheel state for all but the lowest collision energies considered here. The
energy dependence of the quadrupole alignment that we predict for (n50,j 54) H2 desorbing from
Cu~100! is in good qualitative agreement with velocity-resolved associative desorption experiments
for D21Cu~111!. The vibrational excitation probabilityP(n50,j→n51) is much larger forj
54 than for j 50, and themj -dependence ofP(n50,j 54,mj→n51) is markedly different from
that of the initial-state-resolved reaction probability. For all but the highest collision energies,
vibrational excitation from the (n50,j 54) state is accompanied by loss of rotational energy, in
agreement with results of molecular beam experiments on scattering of H2 and D2 from Cu~111!.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!71014-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Developments in experimental and theoretical meth
are continually shedding new light on molecule-surface s
tering. Utilizing the two approaches in a complimenta
fashion, the deficiencies of one can be balanced by
strengths of the other, thereby improving our overall und
standing of the interactions and mechanisms involved. S
is the case for reactions of H2 on Cu surfaces. Associativ
desorption experiments are at a point where simultane
measurement of the desorbing molecules’ velocity, vib
tional staten, angular momentumj, and quadrupole align
ment~distribution overmj ) can be achieved.1 From the point
of view of calculations, it is now possible, although expe
sive, to perform fully quantum calculations for all six d
grees of freedom of a diatomic molecule incident on
surface.2–8 When taken together, these two approaches o
a powerful means with which to probe a given system. C
rently, strong aim is being taken in both fields at reveal
the intricacies of rotational effects in surface processes.
presenting results of quantum six-dimensional~6D! calcula-
tions for several initial rotational states of H2 reacting on

a!Electronic mail: mccormac@chem.leidenuniv.nl
7000021-9606/99/110(14)/7008/13/$15.00
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Cu~100!, and interpreting them against the backdrop of e
perimental research, we hope to contribute to an increa
understanding of rotational effects in surface scattering.

Experimentally, associative desorption experiments1,9–11

have been most useful for studying rotational effects in
actions at surfaces. These can utilize time-of-flight te
niques to measure the velocity of desorbing molecules,
spectroscopic techniques to detect the vibrational staten and
angular momentumj as well as, in some cases, the quad
pole alignment of the desorbing molecules. Using detai
balance, Rettneret al. derived dissociation probabilitie
which were resolved with respect to the velocity and ro
brational (n, j ) state of H2 reacting with Cu~111!.12 They
concluded that rotation inhibited reaction forj ,4 and en-
hanced it forj .4, but no consideration was given to rot
tional orientation~i.e., alignment!. Wetziget al.10 and Guld-
ing et al.11 then performed measurements, independently
one another, on D21Cu~111!, to establish the alignment o
molecules desorbing in a rovibrational (n, j ) state, averaging
over the desorption energy. Wetziget al. found essentially
zero alignment for all (n50,j ) states investigated (j
52 – 8). This finding was reproduced by Guldinget al. for
(n50,j ) states withj ranging from 1 to 4, but they measure
positive alignments which increased withj for the other (n
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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50,j ) states examined (j 55 – 7, 9, and 10!. ~Positive align-
ment indicates a preference for helicopter-type motio!
Most recently, Houet al. have additionally examined th
translational energy dependence of the alignment of D2 mol-
ecules desorbing from Cu~111! in two particular
(n, j )-states.1 For each of the rovibrational states consider
they observed a positive alignment at low translational en
gies which decreased with increasing energy.

None of these desorption experiments were perform
for the particular system that we address here: H21Cu~100!.
While associative desorption13 and molecular beam14 experi-
ments have been undertaken for H21Cu~100!, no study of
rotational effects has yet been published. The most comp
analysis of the existing experiments was performed by Mi
elsen and Auerbach;15 by constructing a vibrational state de
pendent model, they were able to reconcile data from the
separate experiments~associative desorption13 and molecular
beam14! to produce a single consistent set of results. Unf
tunately, whilst these findings offer insight into vibration
effects, rotation was not considered in the model~nor could
it be, given the available data!.

This state of affairs offers a unique opportunity f
theory to take the lead from experiment. It is only recen
that the first quantum calculations to treat all six dimensio
of H2 reacting on Cu~100! have become viable.2 Such calcu-
lations have now been performed for various initial states3,4

and similar calculations have been carried out
H21Cu~111!.5,6 Previous to these, theoretical studies of s
face reactions were restricted to explaining experime
trends, because to obtain a quantitatively accurate pictur
dissociative chemisorption of diatomic molecules on me
surfaces, it is necessary to consider all six molecular deg
of freedom.2,16–18Nonetheless, reduced dimensionality~2D–
4D! calculations16,19–27 have played, and will continue to
play, a very important role in understanding the trends fou
experimentally.

Low-dimensionality calculations have provided much
the detail that makes up our current understanding of rota
in surface reactions. Two-dimensional model calculatio
were performed by Brunner and Brenig on D21Cu~111!.27

In other studies of the Cu~111! surface, Darling and Hollo-
way were able to reproduce the trend seen experimen
that rotation inhibits reaction for lowj, and enhances it a
high j.16,28 More importantly, they were able to verify th
explanation offered by Michelsenet al.29 that the phenom-
enon was due to a balance between steric effects, and
pling between the rotational modes and the react
coordinate.28 These and other reduced-dimensi
calculations23,30,31for the Cu~111! surface also predicted pre
ferred reaction of helicopter states (umj u5 j ). Invoking mi-
croreversibility, the results of the reduced dimensiona
calculations on H2

16,23 have been compared to the expe
mental, desorption energy averaged alignment of D2 desorb-
ing from Cu~111!.9,11 The outcome of these comparisons9,11

suggested that the calculations significantly overestima
the preference for helicopter reaction.

Just recently, Dai and Light have performed 6D wav
packet calculations for dissociation of H2 on Cu~111! for a
range of initial (n, j ,mj ) states.5 The potential-energy surfac
loaded 15 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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~PES! used23 was a London–Eyring–Polanyi–Sato~LEPS!
potential fitted to points calculated by DFT with the gene
alized gradient approximation~GGA!.32 Their results en-
abled them to arrive at a direct comparison with the veloc
resolved, associative desorption experiments of Houet al.
for (n50,j 511) and (n51,j 56) D2 desorbing from
Cu~111!.1 Theory and experiment are in good agreement
the alignment of the desorbing molecules as a function
E2E0(n, j ), whereE is the desorption or collision energy
andE0(n, j ) is the kinetic barrier height@the collision energy
at which the dissociation probability of (n, j ) H2 ~or D2)
becomes half its saturation value#. The theory thus repro-
duces the experimental finding of positive alignment in d
sorption, the alignment decreasing with increasing deso
tion energy, for the two cases studied. One reason that
energy shift@by E0(n, j )# was necessary is that the expe
ments were performed for D2 and the calculations for H2, the
E0(n, j ) values being quite different for the two differen
isotopes, for both (n, j ) states studied. The positive outcom
of the comparison suggests that combining the use of a
quantum dynamical method with that of a PES taken fr
density functional theory~DFT! constitutes a successful ap
proach to the calculation of alignment in associative deso
tion.

Thus far, we have obtained results of 6D quantum c
culations on H21Cu~100! for initial states withj 50,2,3 and
( j 54, mj50 and 4!.4 As far as rotational effects are con
cerned, only thej 54 results are of interest. We found tha
in agreement with theoretical and some of the experime
findings for H2~D2!1Cu~111!, helicopter reaction was pre
ferred over cartwheel reaction, for the greater part of
range of collision energies considered. However, without
sults for all the states in thej 54 manifold, no predictions
could be made about the overall reaction probability foj
54, or the orientational distribution of the angular mome
tum vector ~e.g., the quadrupole alignment! that would be
seen in desorption, which are the quantities most useful
comparison with experiments that can currently be p
formed.

In this paper we address this by presenting data for
j 54 rotational states, and further derive the translational
ergy dependence of thej 54 reaction probability and the
alignment, as would be measured in associative desorp
experiments. For desorption energies larger thanE0(n50,j
54)20.2 eV, our predictions for H21Cu~100! are in agree-
ment with previous experiments and 6D quantu
mechanical calculations on H2~D2!1Cu~111!, in that the
alignment is a positive, decreasing function of the desorpt
energy. The present calculations for H21Cu~100! also pre-
dict that the reaction of (n50,j 54) H2 is weakly preferred
over that of (n50,j 50) H2 at most collision energies, which
is at odds with previous experimental and theoretical res
for H21Cu~111!. However, as will be explained below, thi
preference is possibly a result of limitations in the poten
model used. Interesting findings, which are relevant to p
vious experiments33 on vibrational excitation of H2 scattering
from Cu~111!, are that the vibrational excitation probabilit
P(n50,j→n51) is much larger forj 54 than forj 50, and
that themj -dependence of the vibrational excitation pro
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ability P(n50,j 54,mj→n51) is different from that of the
reaction probabilityR(n50,j 54,mj ).

In Sec. II, we describe the methods that are used in
electronic structure and dynamics calculations. In particu
Sec. II A 1 gives a description of the improved PES that
have used in the present and previous4 6D calculations on the
reaction of rotationally excited H2. Compared to the PES34

used in earlier calculations for the reaction of (n50,j 50)
and (n51,j 50) H2,

2,3 the PES used here has been improv
by removing an artificial well that was present in the e
trance channel and affected our earlier 6D results for th
rovibrational states. In addition, we assess how the lim
tions of the present PES affect the reliability of our resu
for alignment. For that, we also compute the azimuthal
pendence of the potential at an asymmetric transition s
geometry which is not incorporated in the current PES
but which has been shown by earlier DFT calculations35,36 to
exhibit a barrier to reaction even lower than the minimu
barrier in our PES. The method used in these additional e
tronic structure calculations is described in Sec. II A 2. M
of the methodology used in the wave-packet calculations
been documented elsewhere and is thus only briefly cov
here. In Sec. II B we nevertheless present considerable d
about the symmetry-adapted basis set for the scattering w
function, because the construction of a basis set for oddmj

initial states differs somewhat from the cases treated pr
ously.

In Sec. III A we present the results of the electron
structure calculations for the azimuthal dependence of
potential at the asymmetric transition state barrier mentio
above. Results are also presented for the symmetric bri
to-hollow barrier geometry, to assess how well these res
compare to results of calculations which use a differ
implementation of the DFT/GGA/slab method, and to ass
the dependence of the results on the particular GGA u
While the latter results are not as directly related to the m
subject of the paper, they are interesting in their own rig
Section III B presents the results of the dynamics calcu
tions, and Sec. IV concludes.

II. METHOD

A. Electronic structure

1. PES used in dynamics

The potential used in the dynamics calculations is a fi
points which were calculated using the DFT/GGA/sl
method.34 Before we comment on the aspects of the PES
are particularly relevant to the dynamics calculations p
sented in this paper, we first note that in the present w
like in our previous calculations for (n50,j 54,mj ) H2,

4 we
use an improved version of the PES34 used in our first 6D
calculations.2,3 The first PES contained an artificial well~of
depth 0.19 eV! for the bridge-to-top dissociation geomet
with u590° atZ57a0 and r 51.4a0 , which arose becaus
the three-body termV3b

A @Eq. ~6a! of Ref. 34# did not ex-
trapolate to zero fast enough at largeZ for this dissociation
geometry. In the new PES, this problem has been remo
loaded 15 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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by multiplying theV3b
A term for this dissociation geometr

with a damping function@Eq. ~2! of Ref. 34 which turns off
V3b

A between 5.0 and 5.8a0#.
The PES is expanded in seven symmetry-adapted fu

tions of X, Y, u, andf ~see Fig. 1!, such that the PES de
scribes the dependence of the molecule–surface interac
on u andf up to second order in spherical harmonics abo
the high-symmetry top, bridge, and hollow sites. For impa
of the molecule on the low-symmetry intermediate sites,
6D potential is effectively obtained by interpolating the p
tentials computed for the high-symmetry sites. These lim
tions were imposed to make the construction of the P
computationally feasible, while at the same time model
those aspects which were thought to be essential for obt
ing a reasonable description of the reaction of H2 in (n, j )
states withj not too high. Thus, the present PES should g
a reasonable description of the polar and azimuthal dep
dence of the potential at the high-symmetry site with t
lowest associated symmetry~i.e., the twofold bridge site!. It
was assumed that correctly describing the azimuthal dep
dence of the higher symmetry~fourfold top and hollow! sites
should be somewhat less important, and the potential
thus taken azimuthally flat at these sites. The present P
should provide a reasonable description of the potenti
dependence onu at these sites, but its independence onf is
an approximation, which could be particularly severe for t
hollow site ~dissociation of the atoms to the bridge and t
sites being exothermic and endothermic, respectively!. The
fact that the potential is taken as azimuthally flat over th
sites may well lead to computed alignment values which
too high, especially at higher collision energies@the barriers
to dissociation over the top and hollow sites~0.70 and 0.64
eV! are larger than the minimum barrier to dissociation o
tained for the bridge site~0.48 eV!#.

Because for low-symmetry sites the potential is found
extrapolation, for these sites the size of the azimuthal ani
ropy of the PES is intermediate between that of the brid
and the other two high-symmetry sites in the model. To
whether this would be realistic, calculations were also p
formed for a dissociation geometry which is intermedia
between the bridge-to-hollow and hollow-to-bridge geo
etries which are incorporated in the PES.@Other electronic
structure calculations35,36 had suggested that the minimu
barrier to dissociation associated with this intermediate
ometry should be slightly lower than for the symmetr
bridge-to-hollow geometry~by about 30 meV!, provided the

FIG. 1. The coordinate system used in calculations. The origin is at a
site.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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molecule tilts out of the surface plane.# These calculations
are described in Secs. II A 2 and III A. The results show t
for this site the present PES also underestimates the
muthal anisotropy. Combined with our previous discuss
of the PES for H2 approaching the top or hollow site, th
finding means that calculations with the present PES
probably overestimate the alignment in desorption for all
sorption energies.

2. New electronic structure calculations

We have used theADF-BAND program37,38 to perform
density functional theory~DFT! calculations employing the
local density approximation~LDA ! and two different gener-
alized gradient approximations~GGAs! for a selected set o
geometries. TheADF-BAND program solves the Kohn–Sha
equations39,40 self-consistently for a periodic system—in o
case a semi-infinite slab with translational symmetry in t
directions. A flexible basis set consisting of a combination
numerical atomic orbitals~NAOs! obtained from numerica
Herman–Skillman-type calculations41 and Slater-type orbit-
als ~STOs! is used in the expansion of the one-electr
states. The frozen core approximation can be used for
core electrons of the heavier atoms, thus avoiding the us
pseudopotentials. In calculating the matrix elements of
Hamiltonian the program employs an accurate Gauss-
numerical integration scheme,38 and thek-space integration
is performed by the quadratic tetrahedron method.42 No
shape approximations are made to the potentials.

The Vosko–Wilk–Nusair formulas43 are used for the
exchange-correlation energy in the LDA. For the GGAs
use the Becke correction44 for the exchange energy and th
Perdew correction45 for the correlation energy~BP!. The
other GGA we give results for in this study is the gradie
corrected functional of Perdewet al.46,47 ~PW GGA-II,
which we will label PW for brevity!. The gradient correc-
tions are calculated from the self-consistent LDA dens
which has been shown to be an excellent approximation
the binding energies calculated from the self-consistent n
local densities.32 The present calculations include a thick
slab, larger basis set, and more accurate integration
those used previously to calculate the 6D PES.34

Hydrogen is adsorbed on one site of a three la
Cu~100! slab within a 232 surface unit cell. The basis se
we use is given in Table I and it should give results ve
close to the basis set limit. Thek-space integration is don
with 25 points in the irreducible wedge of the surface Br
louin zone~SBZ!, corresponding to a total of 41 points in th
whole SBZ. For the real-space integration the ‘‘accin

TABLE I. The basis sets used in the slab calculations. An NAO is a
merical atomic orbital obtained from a Herman–Skillman type calculat
~Ref. 41!. An STO is a Slater-type orbital with the given exponent. For
a frozen core approximation has been used up to and including 3p.

Cu H

3d 4s 4p 4 f 1s 2p 3d

NAO yes yes no no yes no no
STO 1.28, 6.90 0.85, 2.45 1.0, 2.0 1.5 0.69, 1.58 1.25 2
loaded 15 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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parameter48 is set to 4.5. With these parameter choices o
results are converged to within 0.05 eV of the three la
DFT results for the different functionals. Calculations with
smaller basis set show that changing the number of lay
from 3 to 5 only results in a small change~by 10.02 eV! in
interaction energy.

B. Wave-packet method

The Hamiltonian used to describe the motion of the2
molecules, in terms of the coordinates shown in Fig. 1
given by

Ĥ52
1

2M S ]2

]Z2 1
]2

]X2 1
]2

]Y2D2
1

2m

]2

]r 2 1Ĥ rot

1V~Z,X,Y,r ,u,f!, ~1!

whereM is the mass of H2; m, its reduced mass; andĤ rot ,
the rotational Hamiltonian of the molecule. In deriving E
~1! we have adopted the usual approach of multiplying
wave function byr, and redefining the inner product onr
appropriately.49 The potential energy,V, is the PES that has
been described in Sec. II A 1.

In this and previous studies,2–4 we treat only reaction a
normal incidence. This is reasonable because experime
results indicate that the H21Cu~100! reaction obeys norma
energy scaling~i.e., the reaction probability is depende
only on the component of translational energy perpendicu
to the surface!.15 Not considering off-normal incidence a
lows for a dramatic reduction in computation cost~the cal-
culations, as currently performed, would probably be infe
sible otherwise!. This saving is made by reducing the sca
of the basis used to represent the wave function through
aptation to the surface symmetry (C4v).50,51

The wave function,Cn0 j 0mj 0(t), is represented in a
close-coupling wave-packet fashion using a grid inZ and r,
and basis functions inX, Y, u, andf, such that

Cn0 j 0mj 0~ t !5 (
Ga jmjGd

anm

f
Ga jmjGd

anm

n0 j 0mj 0 ~Z,r ;t !

3gGa jmjGd
anm~X,Y,u,f!. ~2!

The quantum numbers of the initial state are subscripted b
‘‘0.’’ The standard labeling of states applies:n is for the
vibrational state, andj andmj for the rotation. Because th
potential is periodic with respect toX andY, parallel motion
is quantized with diffraction quantum numbers given byn
and m. The overall symmetry of rotation–diffraction func
tion g is given byGa, theath partner of symmetry speciesG
in the C4v point group. The symmetry of the diffractio
function in g is given byGd

a .
The theory for setting up the symmetry-adapted~SA!

bases has been given elsewhere, formj50 initial states,51

andmj -even states.4 In short, formj zero only SA functions
of the totally symmetricA1 species need be included in th
wave-packet calculation, and withmj even, two separate
wave-packet calculations are required, one for each sym
try species contributing to the nonsymmetry-adapted~NSA!

-
n

e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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initial state. Because we also perform calculations here
mj -odd initial states, details of how these are treated will
given here.

The difficulty in constructing a suitable basis formj -odd
states is that the NSA initial state cannot be decomposed
a superposition of SA functions from one-dimensional ir
ducible representations~or irrep’s!. In particular, these NSA
initial states can only be represented as a superpositio
two E-type functions.52,53

The direct product relations of theC4v group that are of
relevance here are52,53

G ^ E5E for G5A1 , A2 , B1 , and B2 . ~3!

We can form a rotation–diffraction basis ofE-type functions
by taking the diffraction and rotation functions given in Re
48 and combining them according to the followin
identities:54

gE15a1 .e1, gE25a1 .e2,

gE15a2 .e2, gE252a2 .e1,
~4!

gE15b1 .e1, gE252b1 .e2,

gE15b2 .e2, gE25b2 .e1,

whereE1 andE2 designate ‘‘partners’’ in theE irrep,52 gE1

andgE2 are the rotation–diffraction basis functions, and t
lower-case letters denote rotation and diffraction functions
the indicated symmetry~e.g.,a1 is a function of symmetry
A1). In Eq. ~4!, signs have been included to ensure th
partner rotation–diffraction functions belong to the sameE
irrep ~see below!. Next, one uses that55

^gGakuV̂ugG8a8k8&50 if G8a8ÞGa, ~5!

wherek is used in place of all excluded subscripts~i.e., j,
mj , n, m, andGd

a). This expression indicates not only th
the potential cannot couple states of different symmetry s
cies, but also that it is incapable of coupling states of
same species that belong to different partner representa
~in the case of normal incidence, the kinetic-energy opera
is also unable to couple these states!. In the present calcula
tions this means that an initial rotation–diffraction state w
symmetryE1 cannot populate a state with symmetryE2, and
vice versa.

Next we use that55

^gGakuĤugGak8&5^gGa9kuĤugGa9k8&. ~6!

That is, the coupling induced between two states of the s
species and partner type, will be exactly the same as
induced between their corresponding partner states. As
sult, theS-matrix evaluated in the basis of one partner sy
metry is the same as that of the other partner symmetry. T
means that to obtain results for the oddmj states, one only
has to perform a calculation for one partner symmetry.

Some clarification should be made at this point as to h
the rotation–diffraction symmetry-adapted functions sho
be formed. In many instances it is possible to take liber
with regard to multiplicative constants and signs in derivi
a basis set. For example, the basis function sinu is just as
good for most purposes as2 i sinu. Here, however, care
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must be taken to ensure that the rotation–diffraction fu
tions in one basis~e.g.,E1) are true partners to the function
in the other basis~e.g., E2). A sign change in one of the
functions, or multiplication by a constant, will mean that E
~6! will not hold, and the extraction of results for one partn
species from those of the other will be flawed. To arrive
the correct correspondence, one can use the group proje
operator.51

One further reduction in basis size is possible in t
case, due to the particular form of the PES used:34 It is con-
structed entirely from rotation and diffraction functions ofA1

and B1 symmetry. Referring back to Eq.~4!, it should be-
come clear that this allows for a further reduction to arou
1
4 of the computational effort, since anA1 diffraction function
~such as the initial state! can only populate diffraction state
of A1 or B1 symmetry.4 Any rotation–diffraction functions
which do not include anA1 or B1 diffraction function can be
excluded from the calculation.

Having formed the symmetry-adapted basis sets—w
the correct correspondence between partners—the calc
tions proceed almost as for evenmj states (mjÞ0), except
that only one wave-packet calculation is performed, for o
of the two partner species. Results for both species can
derived from this single calculation. The overall saving
computational expense is on a par with that formj -even
states.4 The reason that these calculations are not more e
cient, given that only one wave-packet calculation is requi
instead of the two needed formj -even, is that the basis size
around twice as large.

We use the absorbing boundary condition~ABC! evolu-
tion operator to propagate the wave packet,3,56 and adopt a
real initial wave function of the form3

CGan0 j 0mj 05wn0 j 0
~r !gGa j 0mj 0

A100~X,Y,u,f!

3E
2`

`

dk8b~k8!
exp~ ik8Z!

A2p
, ~7!

where

b~k!5S 2z2

p D 1/4

$exp@2~kav2k!2z21 i ~kav2k!Z0#

1exp@2~kav1k!2z22 i ~kav1k!Z0#%, ~8!

to enable the use of real operator algebra in the expen
part of the calculation. Herewn0 j 0

(r ) is the initial vibrational
eigenfunction;z, a width parameter;kav, the magnitude of
the average momentum associated with each Gaussian
ponent; andZ0 , the location of the peak in coordinateZ. The
ABC operator incorporates an optical potential, which a
sorbs the wave packet at the edge of the grid.3,56

The probability of scattering back into a particular ga
phase asymptotic state is calculated according to

Pn0 j 0mj 0
→n8 j 8m

j8n8m8~E!5uSn0 j 0mj 0
→n8 j 8m

j8n8m8~E!u2, ~9!

where theSn0 j 0mj 0
→n8 j 8m8 j n8m8 are elements of the scatterin

matrix, S. The initial state selective reaction probability
then simply calculated as the probability ofnot scattering
into one of the gas-phase states.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Propagating a wave packet for one of theE partner sym-
metries yields elements of a SAS-matrix, SSA. These ele-
ments, which are calculated during the propagation using
scattering amplitude formalism,57,58 are equal to the corre
sponding elements of the SAS-matrix for the other partner
That is,

SE1n0 j 0mj 0
→E1n8 j 8m

j8G
d8

a8n8m85SE2n0 j 0mj 0
→E2n8 j 8m

j8G
d8

a9n8m8 ,

~10!

whereGd8
a8 andGd8

a9 are used here to label the symmetri
of the final diffraction states, which may or may not be t
same for the partners. The transformation fromSSA to S is
given by

S5TSSAT†, ~11!

where T is the transformation matrix from the NSA basi
$he%, to the SA basis,$gk%, such that

gk5(
e

heTek . ~12!

Elements ofT must be known for states of both partner sp
cies in order to calculateS.

We perform calculations here for the states (n50,j
54,mj ). Numerical details of the calculations are relative
unchanged from previous studies.3,4 Separate calculations ar
carried out for low- and high-translational energies, in ord
to reduce overall computational expense by utilizing
smaller basis for low energies, and a shorter propaga
time for high energies. High-energy calculations are ty
cally propagated for 20 000–30 000 a.u., and low-energy
culations for 60 000–80 000 a.u. For low-energy calculatio
the wave function basis includes rotation–diffraction fun
tions with j <24 and unu1umu<11, while the high-energy
calculations incorporate functions withj <28 andunu1umu
<14.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Electronic structure calculations

In this Section we address the following questions:
~i! How well do molecule–surface interaction energ

that are computed using different implementations of
DFT/GGA/slab method agree?

~ii ! Does the asymmetric transition state already m
tioned in Sec. I have a lower minimum barrier than the sy
metric bridge-to-hollow transition state?

~iii ! How large is the azimuthal anisotropy associa
with the potential at the asymmetric transition state bar
geometry?
The latter issue is especially relevant to the dynamics res
presented in this paper~i.e., to the calculation of alignment!.

In Ref. 59 the height of the barrier to dissociation f
bridge-to-hollow reaction was found to be 0.47 eV at the
level. In Ref. 35 the same barrier was calculated to be 0.6
at the PW level. Here, we have performed calculations us
the transition state geometry given in Ref. 35. For this
ometry, we find a barrier of 0.59 eV with the BP function
and 0.47 eV with the PW functional. The reason for t
difference of 0.12 eV at the BP level between our pres
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calculations and those in Ref. 59 is twofold. Firstly, in th
present calculations we use a larger basis set, one more l
and higher integration accuracy in both real space
k-space. Secondly, our calculations are performed wit
slightly different geometry; in Ref. 59 the transition state
located atr 52.3a0 and Z52.0a0 , whereas here we hav
used the geometry given in Ref. 60,r 52.54a0 and Z
51.98a0 . The difference of 0.13 eV at the PW level b
tween our results and those of Kratzer and co-workers35 can
probably be explained by~i! our calculations being bette
converged with respect to thek-space integration;~ii ! our
use of the frozen core approximationversus their use of
pseudopotentials;~iii ! our basis set giving results which ar
probably closer to the basis set limit; and~iv! their results
being better converged with respect to the number of lay
used in the calculations.

In Ref. 35 a transition state was found with a barrier
0.57 eV at the PW level, which is slightly lower than eve
that for bridge-to-hollow reaction~0.6 eV at the PW level!.
Using the same geometry (X50.96a0 , Y52.41 1a0 , Z
51.82a0 , r 52.52a0 , u5114°, f50°; see Fig. 1 for the
coordinate system used! we find a barrier of 0.57 eV at the
BP level and 0.44 eV at the PW level. We, therefore, rep
duce the finding of Kratzeret al. of a lower barrier height
~by ;30 meV! at the asymmetric transition state, at bo
levels of theory~note that the discrepancy of 0.13 eV b
tween our PW result and that of Kratzeret al.35 can be ex-
plained as above!.

As was found for the symmetric bridge-to-hollow barri
geometry, there is a difference of;0.13 eV between the
interaction energies calculated with the two GGAs. This s
gests that when using DFT at the GGA level care should
taken in trusting the absolute values to better than 0.1 eV
that research should also be aimed at establishing w
GGA generally gives better molecule–surface interaction
ergies.

Since we are also interested in how the potential va
with the azimuthal angle at the asymmetric barrier geome
we have kept all the other coordinates fixed and calcula
the potential forf545°, 90°, 135°, and 180°, giving value
of 0.99, 3.55, 3.33, and 1.26 eV, respectively, at the BP le
~the PW values are 0.10–0.13 eV lower!. In Fig. 2 the
f-dependence of the potential at the asymmetric transi
state geometry ~with u5114°) is compared to the
f-dependence of the H21Cu(100) PES34 at the symmetric
bridge-to-hollow barrier geometry~with u590°). At the
asymmetric barrier geometry, the potential exhibits an e
strongerf-anisotropy than at theC2v barrier geometry that is
incorporated in the H21Cu(100) PES used below in our dy
namics calculations.@Note that we refer here to the bridg
site barrier as exhibitingC2v symmetry because the H2–Cu
interaction potential is invariant under the symmetry ope
tions of theC2v point group at this site.# Due to the interpo-
lation procedure we use to obtain the potential at the as
metric barrier geometry in the present PES, the azimu
anisotropy of the potential will be roughly half that found fo
the bridge-to-hollow barrier geometry. This means that
present PES underestimates the azimuthal anisotropy o
asymmetric transition state by more than 50%~see Fig. 2!,
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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and that the dynamics calculation should, therefore, ove
timate the alignment of desorbing H2 even at low desorption
energies~see also Sec. II A 1!.

B. Dynamics calculations

Figure 3 shows plots of the initial-state-resolved react
probabilitiesR(n50,j 54,mj ) as a function of the collision
energyE. The reaction probability for the helicoptermj54
state exceeds that of the cartwheelmj50 state for E
.0.44 eV~see inset!. At large collision energies, the reactio
probability simply increases withmj . As discussed below

FIG. 2. Azimuthal dependence of the potential energy surface for~a! the fit
used in the current calculations,~Ref. 34! with H2 at the Cu~100! bridge site
transition state;~b! the fit used in calculations for Cu~111!,6 with H2 at the
bridge site transition state; and~c! as calculated by DFT/GGA at the asym
metric minimum energy barrier for H21Cu~100! described in the text.

FIG. 3. Calculated reaction probabilities are shown as a function of collis
energy~eV! for all (n50, j 54,mj ) initial states. The inset shows the rea
tion probability for themj50 andmj54 states at low collision energy. Th
upper plots compare reaction probabilities over an intermediate en
range for even-~excludingmj54) and odd-mj states.
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the dependence onmj is less simple at lower energies. W
first turn to a discussion of the alignment that can be co
puted from these results.

In Fig. 4 we have combined the results presented in F
3 to calculate the quadrupole alignment that would be m
sured in an associative desorption experiment. This invol
invoking detailed balance and thereby calculating the unn
malized associative desorption probabilities15

Pdes~E; j ,mj !5Ee2E/kTsPads~E; j ,mj !, ~13!

for surface temperatureTs , and desorption~collision! energy
E ~normal to surface!. Padsis the sticking probability that we
get from our wave-packet calculations. The value ofTs used
here is 925 K, the same as in velocity resolved experime
for D21Cu(111).1 These probabilities have been convolut
with a Gaussian of full width at half maximum~FWHM! 50
meV to account for the estimated error in the measurem
of desorption energy in the experiments,61 thereby giving

Pdes8 ~E; j ,mj !5E e2a~E82E!2
Pdes~E8; j ,mj !dE8, ~14!

with a51109.04 eV22. The quadrupole alignment62 is then
given by

Aj
~2!~E!5

(mj
Pdes8 ~E; j ,mj !@3mj

22 j ~ j 11!#/ j ~ j 11!

(mj
Pdes8 ~E; j ,mj !

.

~15!

Figure 4 shows that the computed alignment is a posit
decreasing function ofE for energies in excess of@E0(n
50,j 54)20.2# eV. ~We takeE0(n50,j 54)50.69 eV, see
below. E0 is defined as the collision energy at which th
reaction probability becomes half its saturation value.! This
result is in agreement with the energy dependence foun
experiments which measured the alignment of D2 desorbing
in the (n50, j 511) and (n51, j 56) states, from Cu~111!,1

for desorption energies upwards of@E0(n, j )20.2# eV. For
lower desorption energies, the energy dependence of
computed alignment changes, and at lowE the alignment is
negative. We cannot assess whether or not this is in ag
ment with experiment, because experimental results were
obtained for desorption energies lower than@E0(n, j )

n

gy

FIG. 4. The calculated quadrupole alignment vs desorption energy~eV! for
(n50, j 54).
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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20.2# eV for the two states investigated. The negative alig
ment we see at very lowE is due to a preference for car
wheel reaction over helicopter reaction~see inset Fig. 3!,
where the cartwheel reaction is enhanced due to resona
which are discussed below.

Interestingly, the changed behavior of the alignment
low E ~where it decreases with decreasing desorption ene!
was also seen in 6D quantum dynamics calculations
H21Cu(111) for (n50,j ) states with lowj ~see Fig. 4 of
Ref. 5!. This suggests that it would be of interest to exte
the experiments to lower desorption energies. The expla
tion of the highE behavior of the alignment1 has been that, a
the lowest energies for which measurements were perform
only those molecules can react which have a favorable
entation~i.e., with their molecular axis parallel to the su
face, in helicoptering states!. At higher energies, more en
ergy is available to cross the barrier, and the molecu
orientation becomes less important, so that molecules in c
wheel states can also react, explaining the decreased a
ment. On the basis of their results, the experimentalists ru
out an important role for steering. Steering would lead to l
values of the alignment at lowE, which were not observed
Our present results@and those for H21Cu(111)5# suggest
that steering~by which mj changes as the molecule a
proaches the barrier! could become important at low ene
gies, but to see this experiments would have to look at lo
energies than done so far.

The A4
(2) computed here for H21Cu(100) can be com

pared to the alignment calculated for the (n50, j 54) state
of H2 desorbing from Cu~111! by Dai and Light,5 as long as
we keep in mind the limitations of our potential model,
consideration of which suggests that our calculations sho
overestimate the alignment for all desorption energies~see
Sec. II A 1!. The A4

(2) computed for H2 desorbing from
Cu~111! peaks at 1.25, while our value for Cu~100! peaks at
0.57. If anything, our calculated number is too large rat
than too low. This suggest that, at least at lowE where the
alignment is seen to peak, the alignment for H2 desorbing
from Cu~100! should be lower than for desorption from
Cu~111!. This is consistent with the azimuthal anisotropy
the potential at the minimum barrier geometry being mu
larger in the H21Cu(100) PES34 than in the PES used in th
dynamics calculations on H21Cu(111).6 This greater anisot-
ropy results from the molecule being closer to the surf
and at greater H–H separation at the barrier geometry for
more open~100! surface @Z51.99a0 and r 52.33a0 for
Cu~100!,34 and Z52.27a0 and r 52.08a0 for Cu~111!32#.
The larger azimuthal anisotropy for Cu~100! requires that in
order to react incident molecules must be oriented not o
in the polar direction, but also azimuthally~in the favorable
bridge-to-hollow configuration!. This will serve to make he-
licopter reaction somewhat less favored, which explains
lower alignment found in calculations for Cu~100!.

Hou et al.1 did not perform velocity-resolved measur
ments on the alignment of D2 desorbing from Cu~111! in the
(n50, j 54) state, so we cannot make a more detailed co
parison to their results. However,A4

(2) was obtained in ex-
periments on D21Cu(111) in which essentially an averag
was taken over the desorption energies.10,11 In both cases, to
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within the uncertainty of the experimental results, the va
found forA4

(2) was zero. From the results of Fig. 3, averagi
over the resulting desorption distributions@Eq. ~13!#, we ob-
tain a value of 0.25 forA4

(2) . This is clearly too large com-
pared to the experimental results for D21Cu(111). How-
ever, the computed number may come down when
calculations are repeated using a PES which has the pr
azimuthal anisotropy over the top and hollow sites, and o
the intermediate asymmetric sites. It is likely that averag
the alignment curves computed for (n50,j ) states with lowj
for H21Cu(111) ~Fig. 4 of Ref. 5! over the desorption en
ergy distributions will result in energy-averaged alignme
which are too high by even greater amounts, which is a po
that was not addressed by Dai and Light in their paper.5 As
already noted, their energy-resolved results were in g
agreement with experiment for the two highj-states (n50,
j 511) and (n51, j 56), for which experiments are
available,1 when the theoretical and experimental resu
were taken as functions ofE2E0 .

We now return to Fig. 3. As can be seen from the tw
upper panels, at low energies~somewhat higher than 0.5 eV!,
the reaction of (n50, j 54, mj50) H2 is preferred over that
of (n50, j 54, mj51) H2, and likewiseR(n50,j 54,mj

52).R(n50,j 54,mj53). A close look at the plots of the
reaction probabilities at lowerE ~not shown here! also re-
veals higher thresholds~onset energies! for the states with
odd mj than for even-mj states. These effects are due to t
twofold symmetry of the minimum energy barrier~i.e.,
bridge-to-hollow! in our PES,34 which is only capable of
inducing even transitions inmj . This means that states wit
mj1 j odd can only couple to product states in which t
H-atom-surface antisymmetric stretch is excited with an o
number of quanta.22,24,31 Because the product ground sta
cannot be populated, the threshold is higher and the reac
probability reduced at lowE for mj odd in the presentj
54 ~even! case.

In principle, the symmetry effect seen here could res
in an even–odd variation of measured alignment withj at
low energies, the alignment for oddj being relatively larger
because desorption withmj50 would be forbidden. Such an
effect could be observable for systems having a lowest b
rier of C2v symmetry, like H21Cu(111), where the effec
could serve as a spectroscopic signature of the symmetr
the transition state. However, we anticipate that a high s
sitivity would be required to measure this effect. Finally w
note that, as discussed in Sec. II A and III A, DFT calcu
tions suggest the existence of a region—which includes
symmetric bridge site and asymmetric sites displaced fr
it—where the barrier to dissociation is everywhere low.
present it is not clear whether the effects discussed here
show up in calculations if the PES is revised to incorpor
the correct azimuthal anisotropy of sites within this transiti
region.

The reaction probabilities for low-mj states in Fig. 3
show clear signs of resonances. This aspect has been
cussed at some length previously.4 Similar effects were ob-
served in 2D and 4D calculations~not treating rotation!, and
were shown to result from a weakening of the H–H bond
the molecule approaches the top site.21 Although no reso-
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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nance calculation has yet been performed for the full
system, it is thought a similar mechanism is involved.4 The
fact that the effect is most pronounced for cartwheeling m
ecules suggests that the resonant states also include
librational motion; initial states withmj low would then be
more likely to populate these librations near the barrier,
cause they correlate with librationally excited molecul
surface vibrational states.4

We next turn our attention to vibrational–excitatio
probabilities, which are plotted in Fig. 5. Note that themj

dependence of the vibrational–excitation probability is d
ferent from that of the reaction probability~Fig. 3!. In par-
ticular, vibrational excitation from the (n50, j 54,mj ) states
with mj50 – 2 is preferred over vibrational excitation fro
the states withmj53 and 4. The dependence of th
vibrational–excitation probability onmj does, nevertheless
correlate in one aspect with the dependence ofR(n50,j
54,mj ) on mj : At high E the R(n50,j 54,mj ) increase
with mj , with reaction of themj53 and 4 states being pa
ticularly favored. Vibrational excitation, on the other hand,
surprisingly low for these two states, which could point
competition between reaction and vibrational excitation.

To establish the origin of themj -dependence ofP(n
50,j 54,mj→n851), we have also included in Fig. 6 plo
for the final-j-resolved probabilitiesP(n50,j 54,mj→n8
51,j 8) with mj50, 2, and 4. This figure shows that th
transitions (n50, j 54, mj→n851, j 850) and (n50, j
54, mj→n851, j 852) make considerable contributions
the vibrational–excitation probability formj50 and 2, but
play a diminished role in vibrational–excitation formj54
~relative to other contributions!. Similarly, the transition (n
50, j 54, mj→n851, j 852) contributes importantly to
P(n50,j 548→n851) for mj51, but not for mj53 ~re-
sults not shown here!.

The lower values ofP(n50,j 54,mj→n851) seen for
mj53 and 4 thus appear to result from suppression of do
ward rotational transitions. This could occur ifmj were to be
conserved during vibrational excitation for high-mj initial
states. Indeed, Fig. 7 shows that theP(n50,j 54,mj54
→n851,j 854,mj8) are much larger formj85mj than for any
other values ofmj8 , suggesting this to be the case. Appro

FIG. 5. Vibrational excitation probabilitiesP(n50,j 54,mj→n851) are
shown formj50 ~—!, mj51 ~•2!, mj52 ~¯!, mj53 ~¯2!, andmj54
~22!.
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matemj conservation in vibrational excitation would be e
pected on physical grounds if the vibrational excitation to
place predominantly at sites at which the PES is azimuth
flat. This is the case: vibrational excitation takes pla
mostly at the top sites21,63 ~a lesser degree of vibrationa

FIG. 6. Vibrational excitation probabilitiesP(n50,j 54,mj→n851,j 8) are
shown for three initial states withmj50, 2, and 4, and forj 850 ~—!, 2
~¯!, 4 ~22!, 6 ~•2!, and 8~¯2!.

FIG. 7. Vibrational excitation probabilitiesP(n50,j 54,mj54→n851,j 8
54,mj8) are shown formj854 ~—!, 2 ~¯!, 0 ~22!, 22 ~•2!, and 24
~¯2!.
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excitation is seen for collisions with the bridge sites22,24!. In
our PES, the top site has no azimuthal anisotropy associ
with it, which explains the observedmj conservation. Note
that, for this site, the lack of azimuthal anisotropy is n
necessarily suspect on physical grounds, since the exo
micity associated with the dissociation of the atoms towa
the bridge and hollow sites is similar.

As noted before, vibrational excitation also occurs
collisions with the bridge sites. Interestingly, as yet unpu
lished fixed-site calculations performed for the 4D brid
model show a dependence ofP(n50,j 54,mj→n851) on
mj that is similar to that seen here in the 6D model~reaction
of states withmj50, 1, and 2 is preferred; the 4D results a
not shown here!. This finding could be related to the obse
vation that in the 4D bridge-site model vibrational excitati
takes place for angles in which the molecule is tilted aw
from orientations with u590°. Such orientations ar
sampled more by the states with lowmj .

We next consider the collision energy dependence of
mj -averaged reaction probabilities for (n50, j 50) and (n
50, j 54) ~Fig. 8!. Associative desorption experiments a
currently capable of yielding the energy dependence ofrela-
tive j-resolved probabilities,12,29 which could be compared
with the results presented here. Typically, the experime
results are fitted to a relationship of the type

Pn j~E!5
An j

2 S 11tanh
E2E0~n, j !

Wn j
D . ~16!

As already discussed in Ref. 4, the new (n50, j 50) results
show better agreement with a fit15 to molecular beam14 and
associative desorption13 experiments than was previously th
case.2,3 As discussed in Sec. II A 1., the first version of th
PES34 contained an artificial well in the entrance chann
which steered the molecule towards unfavorable dissocia
geometries, thereby diminishing the reaction probability. B
cause the well has been removed in the current PES, thE0

~0.69 eV! and A ~0.34! values derived from the presentj
50 results are in better agreement with the fit to experime
(E050.582 eV andA50.388) than the previously derive
values (E050.76 eV andA50.28).

FIG. 8. Collision energy dependence of reaction probabilities for (n50, j
50) and (n50, j 54) ~averaged overmj ). Also shown is then50 reaction
probability calculated from experimental results in Ref. 14.
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The mj -averaged reaction probabilityR(n50,j 54)
does not differ much fromR(n50,j 50), and E0(n50,j
54)'E0(n50,j 50). For E,0.8 eV, R(n50,j 54) is
somewhat larger thanR(n50,j 50), suggesting that, a
fairly low j, additional rotational excitation helps the rea
tion. This result is at odds with experiments on associat
desorption of H2 from Cu~111!,12 which found that addi-
tional initial rotational energy hinders reaction at lowj, while
promoting reaction at highj. In particular, reaction ofj 54
H2 was suppressed compared with reaction ofj 50 H2. The
explanation for the hindering is that imparting rotatio
causes molecules to turn out of reactively favorable orien
tions before they can reach the barrier, thereby sampling c
figurations of higher potential and inhibiting reaction~the
ability of the molecule to ‘‘steer’’ into a favorable orienta
tion is also suppressed by increasing rotation!. Imparting
even more rotation on the molecule helps dissociation du
increased kinetic coupling between the rotational and dis
ciative modes~the rotational energy decreases as the bo
length increases near the barrier, and the ‘‘lost’’ energy
shifted into motion of the H–H bond, which aids reaction!. It
is possible that the enhanced reaction we find forj 54 H2

relative to j 50 H2 is due to an imbalance between the
effects arising from a limitation of the present PES, i.e.,
absence of azimuthal anisotropy for the top and hollow si
In fixed-site studies on the dissociation of H2 on Cu~111!,16 it
was found that azimuthal anisotropy needs to be include
the model to retrieve the correctj-dependence ofE0(n, j ). In
particular,E0(n, j ) decreased with increasingj at low j if no
azimuthal anisotropy was included in the model. This findi
was confirmed in 3D and 4D fixed site calculations
H21Cu~100!.24 This suggests that for a correct calculation
the j-dependence of reaction of H2 on Cu~100!, it may be
necessary to incorporate the azimuthal anisotropy that is
sociated with the top and hollow sites in the PES.

In Fig. 9, the vibrational–excitation probabilitiesP(n
50,j 54→n851) and P(n50,j 50→n851) are com-
pared. As can be seen, putting additional rotational energ
the molecule leads to a substantial enhancement of the v
tional excitation probability. This could be expected, beca
the same kinetic coupling which causes rotational enhan
ment of reaction could also result in vibrational excitation

FIG. 9. The vibrational excitation probabilitiesP(n50,j 54→n851) ~¯!
andP(n50,j 50→n851) ~—! are shown.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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the reflected portion of the wavepacket. AtE50.9 eV, P(n
50,j 54→n851)50.17, in rough agreement with the v
brational excitation probability P(n50→n851,j 853)
~0.28! that was found for highE in experiments on
H21Cu~111! by Rettneret al.33

Our results may be of some help with the interpretat
of these experiments. The molecular beam experiments m
sure the time-of-flight~TOF! distributions that are associate
with excited rovibrational (n51,j ) states, both in the incom
ing and scattered beam. Typically, a peak is observed in
TOF spectrum at highE ~short times!, which is attributed to
vibrational excitation of molecules in (n50,j ,mj ) states that
are also in the beam. From which (n50,j ,mi) states the
excitation to the (n51,j ) proceeds could not be establish
in the experiments. However, the observation that the m
sured maximum value ofP(n50→n851,j 8) decreased
with increasingj 864 led to speculation that vibrational exc
tation could be accompanied~and promoted! by simulta-
neously occurring rotational de-excitation. As Fig. 6 show
the transitions (n50, j 54, mj→n851,j 8) with j 850 and 2
indeed make important contributions toP(n50,j 54→n8
51). Furthermore, as Fig. 10 shows, vibrational excitation
accompanied by rotational energy loss for all but the high
E. When plotted as a function of the tota
(collision1internal) energy, theP(n50,j 54→n851) and
P(n50,j 50→n851) shown in Fig. 9 are nearly superim
posed, suggesting very efficient conversion of initial ro
tional energy to vibrational energy. Finally, the experime
talists have speculated that themj dependence of the
vibrational excitation probability P(n50,j ,mj→n851)
should not be as simple as that of the reaction probabilit33

inspection of Fig. 5 and Fig. 3 confirm this suggestion for
example of (n50, j 54) scattering from Cu~100! that is
studied here.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have used the symmetry-adapted wave-pac
method to perform calculations for H2 dissociatively adsorb-
ing on Cu~100!. The PES used is an improved fit to poin
calculated using density-functional theory~DFT!, with the

FIG. 10. The average rotational energy is shown as a function of the c
sion energy, for molecules which are scattered back inn51, the scattering
taking place from the initial (n50, j 54) state~with averaging over the
initial mj ). The dashed line indicates the initial rotational energy of H2.
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generalized gradient approximation~GGA!, and a slab rep-
resentation for the surface. The method, which was de
oped in earlier work,2–4 has here been extended so as to tr
initial states with mj odd. In such cases, the initia
nonsymmetry-adapted state can be decomposed into
symmetry-adapted states which are partners in an irreduc
representation of speciesE. We have demonstrated that un
like calculations for states with even and nonzeromj , where
wavepackets must be propagated for two sepa
symmetries,4 when mj is odd only one of the two partne
wave-packets needs propagating: Results for both part
can be derived from this single calculation. No addition
computational saving results, however, because the basis
for eachE partner species is approximately double that
other species~e.g.,A2 , B1 , etc.!. ~Note that there is still a
dramatic computational saving over the standa
nonsymmetry-adapted wave-packet method.!

Reaction probabilities for all (n50, j 54, mj ) initial
states have been presented. The reaction of the helico
(umj u5 j ) state is preferred over that of the cartwheel st
for E.0.44 eV. At highE, for one and the same energy, th
reaction probability simply increases withmj . At lower E, in
contravention of this trend, we find thatR(n50,j 54,mj

50).R(n50,j 54,mj51), and thatR(n50,j 54,mj52)
.R(n50,j 54,mj53). The latter finding is a consequenc
of the Dmj5even selection rule that follows from the wa
the PES is constructed, the selection rule being that st
with j 1mj odd should react less well at low energies b
cause they connect only to H-atom–surface vibrational st
in which the antisymmetric stretch vibration is excited. Ho
ever, we suggest that the finding may be general for syst
in which the lowest barrier to dissociation occurs at a site
C2n symmetry. This could lead to odd–even alternations
the quadrupole alignment withj that would be observed fo
(n, j ) H2 desorbing from the surface, which would serve a
spectroscopic signature of the transition state.

The energy dependence of the quadrupole alignment
tained from theR(n50,j 54,mj ) curves using detailed bal
ance is in qualitative agreement with that observed
velocity-resolved experiments on (n50, j 511) and (n51,
j 56) D2 desorbing from Cu~111!. That is, the alignment is a
positive, decreasing function ofE for desorption energies
larger thanE020.2 eV, which is the range of energies fo
which experiments were performed@E0 is the dynamical bar-
rier height, i.e., the value of the collision energy at which t
reaction probability of (n50, j 54) H2 is at half its maxi-
mum value~'0.69 eV!#. In contrast, the value that is ob
tained for the alignment~0.25! when averaging over the de
sorption energy distribution is too large compared
experiments for (n50, j 54) D21Cu~111!, in which
energy-averaged values of essentially zero were obtaine

The reaction probabilityR(n50,j 50) that is obtained
for the improved PES is in better agreement with experim
tal results than previous calculations, the theoretical value
the dynamical barrier height now being too high by only 0.
eV ~previously 0.18 eV!. Our finding thatR(n50,j 54) ~ob-
tained by averaging overmj ) exceedsR(n50,j 50) for
most collision energies is at odds with experiments
H21Cu~111! in which it was found that additional rotatio

li-
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hinders reaction for lowj. The discrepancy is possibly due
a defect in our present PES, which assumes that there i
azimuthal anisotropy associated with the high symmetry
and hollow sites. Also, the present PES does not yet
rectly describe a particular asymmetric transition state,
which electronic structure calculations presented here s
that the azimuthal anisotropy is even larger than that ass
ated with the bridge site. The electronic structure calcu
tions also confirm previous findings that the lowest ene
barrier at the asymmetric site is even lower than the low
barrier found for the bridge site~by '30 meV!, which serves
to further underline the desirability of extending the pres
PES. Due to its having too little azimuthal anisotropy at t
top, hollow, and asymmetric site discussed above, calc
tions performed with this PES should overestimate the ali
ment at low and high energies.

In agreement with molecular beam experiments p
formed for H2 and D21Cu~111!, our calculations show sub
stantial vibrational excitation of H2 colliding with Cu~100!.
The vibrational excitation probability for the (n50, j 54)
state is much larger than for the (n50, j 50) initial state.
Vibrational excitation is accompanied by loss of rotation
energy for all but the highest collision energies, as was a
suggested by the experiments. The dependence of
vibrational–excitation probability onmj is not as simple as
that of the initial-state-resolved reaction probability,P(n
50,j 54,mj→n851) being larger formj50 – 2 than for
mj53 and 4.
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